Finding images in unindexed collections is a three-step process:
1. Use FamilySearch Catalog to locate the collection that contains the document you
are interested in. Note there may be several similar collections (Ex: Manhattan
birth certificates) that cover different time periods. You will need to look at the
collection description to find the correct one.
2. Within the Collection Description, locate the microfilm containing the document
that you want. Depending on the collection, this could require you to know the
document number (ex: petition or declaration number), or volume & page
number, or date of the event.
3. In the Image Viewer, locate the desired document within the digitized images.
The fastest method to locate a document is to sample an image, note the
difference in document number between that document and the desired one,
then calculate the desired image number, using simple math. Due to missing or
duplicated pages, it is usually necessary to revise your math a few times to reach
the correct image. However, this process is much faster than scrolling through an
entire collection, which may contain thousands of images.
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This is the typical result of a naturalization record search – an index card image is
returned. In many instances, the actual naturalization document images may be
available as well, but it requires additional work to locate these images.
For vital records, such as birth, marriage, or death, the search results may indicate
that no image is available. Today, this is usually not the case: many of these images
have been digitized and are available online, but the database has not been updated
to include direct links to the images.
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The important information from the Naturalization Index Card is Volume/Bundle
Number and Page Number (or petition/declaration/record number), court, and,
potentially, date
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Use the Keyword search in the FamilySearch Catalog
• For naturalizations, use keywords “[county] [court] [type]” where type =
naturalization OR declaration OR petition; court = supreme OR superior OR district
(etc.)
• For vital records, use keywords “[county] [type]” where type = birth OR death OR
marriage
• For New York City, the name of the borough can be used interchangeably with the
name of the county, and may give better results, particularly for Staten Island (vs
Richmond)
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Click on the collection title in the catalog to get to the description page. In this
collection, records for three different courts (Court of Common Pleas, Superior and
Supreme) have been collected into a single collection
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Scroll down from the collection description to see information about the individual
rolls of film in the collection.
In this example, we are looking for Bundle 507, record 124, which is included in the
film highlighted in green. Click on camera icon to bring up image viewer, which is
shown after the next slide.
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Aside: these are the icons you will see in the Catalog as well as search results (the
magnifying glass icon appears in the Catalog for indexed records, whereas the icon is
a text page in search results)
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• This is the thumbnail layout in the Image Viewer. Note the navigation controls on
the left side, immediately above the thumbnails
• Some microfilm rolls contain multiple Items as indicated in the catalog. Volume
(Item) separators are dark images, labelled “Begin” and “End”, and are easily
visible in the thumbnail view; scroll until you reach them.
• Examine the thumbnail images and estimate the average number of images that
make up a single document. Here are some common configurations:
• Declarations: 2 Declarations per image = ½
• Declarations: 1 Declarations per image = 1
• Petitions, front & back = 2
• Petitions (front & back) + Declaration = 3
• Petitions (front & back) + Declaration + Certificate of Arrival = 4
• Birth/Marriage/Death certificate, front only = 1
• Birth/Marriage/Death certificate, front & back = 2
You will use this number as a multiplier in the next step to calculate the desired
image
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I usually zoom in on the image on the right side of first row (image #10) and see what
“page” or document number the image corresponds to. Note that the page number
is what is typed, stamped, or printed on the document.
In this case, record 1 is on image 9; we want record #124 and there are about 4
images for a record, so we need to go to image (124 – 1) * 4 + 9 = 501
Note that some documents may be skipped, whereas others may have pages
duplicated, so math won’t be exact.
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I needed to view the next image (502) to locate one containing a document number.
In this case, we went past the desired document. Our next guess is to go back 8
images to image 494 (126 – 124 = 2 documents * 4 images per doc = 8 images)
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This guess took us to the correct record (124) on image #495 (one image past our
most recent guess)
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Always examine a couple of images before & a couple of images after – there may be
related images, or you may find documents for a relative
Since this example is for a pre-1907 naturalization, there is not a lot of useful
genealogical information, but it is nice to be able to add this document to our
collection
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• Older index cards may contain only a name and petition/declaration number or
volume/page number – be certain to check the citation for the collection to
determine which court is represented in the index card collection.
• More recent index cards (1940 or so) contain a lot of useful information:
• name
• address
• DOB
• date of admission
• name of court
• petition number
• AR number
• C-number
• signature
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This sample is confusing, since we are used to seeing 5 digit numbers as
petition/declaration numbers and 3 digit numbers as volume/page numbers. In this
case, the 5 digit number is preceded by a “C-”, therefore it is the Citizenship
Certificate number. The “284”, which looks like a Volume or Page number, is actually
the Petition number
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We can see the Petition Number (284) in the upper left corner and the Page (Record)
number (34) stamped in the upper right corner
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